
...it’s not
scary!

open up,

This helpful booklet gives a little 
guide into breast changes that can 
occur during and after pregnancy.
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    if in doubt...
get it checked out!

      your body produces more 

         oestrogen & progesterone  

   during pregnancy which can     

         accelerate the growth of 

            undetected breast cancer

If a lump persists, seek a 
      referral from your gp

lumps may be blocked
milk ducts, for   

example. in which     
case, you will be       

supported to drain        
the blockage with       
self-help methods      self-help methods      

        treatment can be given
      safely in pregnancy...
   so don’t put it off!

  some of the hormones you

produce in pregnancy can

  sometimes accelerate the

   growth of cancer cells

During lactation, the    
  breasts can be 'lumpier'. 
     any new lumps should 
       be discussed with a   
         healthcare  
          professional.

it’s good practice to massage you
r 

     boobs gently During expressing
...

           It helps to stimulate milk 

               glands & you can check f
or

                 any changes at the sam
e 

                  time! be sure to monitor your 
breast health during    
breast feeding or     

expressing     

your ‘normal’...
get to know

what
to look
out for



midwife
Speak to your midwife if you have any concerns

GP
Speak to your GP if you have any concerns

coppafeel
coppafeel.org

mummy’s mummy’s star
mummysstar.org

BREAST CANCER NOW
www.breastcancernow.org

FIGHTY PANTS
Instagram: @CancerFightingPantsAreOn

Produced by Roisín Pelan.
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where to go:

https://www.instagram.com/cancerfightingpantsareon/
https://coppafeel.org/
https://www.mummysstar.org/
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